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Dear The BioMed Central Editorial Production Team

Enclosed herewith please find a manuscript entitled “Proteome analysis of human gastric cardia adenocarcinoma by laser capture microdissection” by Yan Cheng, et al. We have revised the manuscript according to the comments. We list the revision as follows: First, we removed the words ‘article title’ form the title page. Second, we make all text in black. The third, Website was removed from the text, and was cited from the reference(reference 14). The fourth, the tables were placed directly below their title.

Sincerely yours,

Yan Cheng

Department of Gastroenterology

The Second affiliated Hospital

Xi’an Jiaotong University

North Road, Xi’an, Shaanxi 710004, China

Tel: (86)29-82325593

E-mail: drchengyan@163.com